
PARIS: The most serious nationwide strike to hit France
in years caused new misery for weekend travelers on
Saturday, with unions dismissing proposals by the gov-
ernment and warning walkouts would last well into next
week. The challenge thrown down to President
Emmanuel Macron over his plans for radical pension
reform has prompted hundreds of thousands to take to
the streets and brought key transport services to a
standstill. The strikes, which began on Thursday over the
plans for a single points-based pension scheme, recall
the winter of 1995, when three weeks of huge stoppages
forced a social policy U-turn by the then-government.

Unions have vowed a second series of mass demon-
strations nationwide on Tuesday after Thursday’s big ral-

lies and there is expected to be little easing of the trans-
port freeze over the coming days. The strikes could
prove to be the biggest domestic challenge yet for
Macron, who came to power in 2017 on the back of
promises to radically reform France and has sought a
prominent place on the international stage as Europe’s
number one statesman.

Macron was widely believed to have ridden out the
challenge posed by the “yellow vests” whose weekly
Saturday protests against inequality in France had shak-
en the government over the last year. But the yellow
vests have also sought to use the momentum of the strike
movement and held a fresh protest in Paris on Saturday
and others in several cities across France. Police and

local authorities estimated the turn-out across France at
23,500 — of whom 1,600 marched in Paris. The organiz-
ers of such marches routinely dismiss these official
counts as gross underestimates.

‘Intensify the movement’ 
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe has insisted that

the government will not abandon the plan, though he
added it was prepared to bring it in gradually. He did
not want “confrontation”, he added. But the leader of
the hardline CGT union, Philippe Martinez, said of the
prime minister Saturday: “He is doing everything to
ensure that the strikes last.” In a joint statement, the
three main rail unions called for the strike to be stepped

up today. The SNCF rail operator has warned that dis-
ruption at the weekend will be at the same level as the
last two days, with just 10-15 percent of high-speed
and regional trains running.

Transilien, the operator of the Paris region rail net-
work warned of severe shortages Monday. To avoid what
could be “dangerous” levels of overcrowding, it recom-
mended using other means of transport such as car-shar-
ing. The Paris metro will also remain severely disrupted
with only the network’s two driverless lines working nor-
mally. The international Eurostar and Thalys rail services
have been hit by cancellations. Air travel however was
returning closer to normal Saturday, as the civil aviation
authorities dropped air traffic restrictions. — AFP 
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Strikes could prove to be Macron’s biggest domestic challenge yet 

New travel misery in France as 
unions warn of fresh turmoil

KUWAIT: The US dollar was notice-
ably weaker last week as poor manu-
facturing data tempered growth
expectations and the US trade war
took an unexpected turn. The Institute
for Supply Management’s
Manufacturing PMI contracted for the
fourth consecutive month with manu-
facturing executives less than opti-
mistic in their responses. 

Economic uncertainty continues to
grow while order books continue to
shrink mentioned survey responders. It
is clear the manufacturing sector, which
accounts to 11% of US GDP, has come
under pressure due to weaker global
growth and a prolonged trade war
between the two largest economies.
The ISM index fell to 48.1 in November
from October’s 48.3 and was signifi-
cantly below expectations of 49.2.
Statisticians at the ISM suggest that
this level is consistent with annual real
GDP growth of 1.5%.

Moving to trade, US President
Donald Trump surprised South
American officials last week by
announcing tariffs on US steel and alu-
minum imports from Brazil and
Argentina. Trump said the immediately
effective tariffs were necessary because
“Brazil and Argentina have been pre-
siding over a massive devaluation of
their currencies which is not good for
our farmers.” Officials from both coun-
tries are seeking to immediately start
negotiations with their US counter
parts. Exacerbating the matter, Trump
the next day, signaled no urgency for
striking deal with China. “I have no
deadline,” and “in some ways, I like the
idea of waiting until after the election
for the China deal,” he told reporters.
The remarks crushed recent optimisms
that the “phase one” of their trade deal
was to be concluded shortly. The com-
ments by Trump combined with the
weak manufacturing data dropped US
stocks around 2% mid-week. 

Trade deficit & labor
Despite deteriorating manufacturing

and tense trade environments, the US
trade deficit dropped to its lowest level
in nearly 1-1/2 years in October, sug-
gesting trade could contribute to eco-
nomic growth in the fourth quarter. The
Commerce Department said the trade
deficit tumbled 7.6% to $47.2 billion as
both imports and exports of goods
declined. It is clear that the 17-month
trade war with China was reducing trade
flows, which in the long run is detrimen-

tal to domestic and global growth.
Still, consumer spending is likely to

remain supported by a strong labor
market. Other data on Thursday
showed the number of Americans filing
claims for unemployment benefits
unexpectedly fell last week, hitting
their lowest level in seven months.
Furthermore non-farm payrolls
exceeded expectations creating
226,000 new jobs in November, well
above the 181,000 expected. The
unemployment rate slipped to 3.5%
from 3.6%, while average wage paid to
American workers rose 0.2%. 

Brexit
The British pound was the biggest

mover in the FX markets last week
reaching a seven month high against
the backdrop of broad-based dollar
weakness and positive Brexit expec-
tations. UK parliamentary election
polls showed Boris Johnson’s ruling
Conservative Party widening its lead
before this week’s election. The poll
showed support for the Conservatives
at 44%, while their main rival Labor
was unchanged on 32%. A majority
win for Conservatives would effec-
tively end the deadlock in parliament
opening the door for an exit in
January. Indeed, Johnson pledged that
legislation to implement his EU with-
drawal agreement would be put back
before parliament ahead of Christmas
to insure the January deadline.

UK manufacturing & services
UK manufacturing degradation

continued in November, as businesses
responded to October’s delay to Brexit
and increased uncertainty from the
forthcoming general election. New
orders fell for the seventh month in a
row during November, reflecting
tougher conditions in both domestic
and overseas markets. Companies
attributed this to destocking invento-
ries at clients following the delay to
Brexit and the ongoing uncertainty
surrounding the political, economic and
global trade situations. The decline in
new export orders was among the
steepest registered over the past seven
years. The UK Manufacturing PMI in
November was higher than forecast
but still below the 50 expansionary
mark at 48.9. 

The Services PMI came in At 49.3
in November, down from 50.0 in
October signaling a marginal reduction
in service sector output. Although the

index was up from the earlier ‘flash’
reading of 48.6 in November, it still
pointed to the steepest decline in busi-
ness activity since March. Survey
respondents noted that domestic polit-
ical uncertainty once again led to cau-
tious business and consumer spending.

ECB president testifies
New European Central Bank

President Christine Lagarade had her
first hearing before the European
Parliament last week where she spoke
about the current state of the economy.
Euro area growth remains weak, with
gross domestic product growing by
only 0.2%, quarter on quarter, in the
third quarter of 2019. This weakness
has been mainly due to global factors
she said. The world economy outlook
remains sluggish and uncertain. This
lowers demand for euro area goods
and services and also affects business
sentiment and investment she contin-
ued. Finally, Largarde maintained the
ECB’s accommodative policy stance
has been a key driver of domestic
demand during the recovery, and that
stance remains in place.

Euro-zone GDP & retail sales
The euro zone economy grew at a

modest pace in the third quarter with a
negative impact from trade, while retail
sales fell at their sharpest rate this year in
October, data showed. GDP in the euro
zone was up 0.2% in the July-Sept peri-
od, the same figure as the flash estimate
released in October and unchanged
from the second quarter. Retail sales in
the euro zone in October fell by 0.6%,
double the amount expected in a
Reuters poll, and were up a modest
1.4% year-on-year. The monthly decline
was the steepest fall of 2019.

New fiscal stimulus in Japan
Japan’s cabinet approved a $122 bil-

lion fiscal package to support stalling
growth in the world’s third-largest
economy.  The 26 trillion yen will go
towards repairing typhoon damage,
upgrading infrastructure and investing

in new technologies. It is also expected
to push up gross domestic product by
1.4% through fiscal 2021. The headline
figure amounts to approximately 1.9%
of Japan’s gross domestic product over
15 months, significantly more than last
year’s supplementary budget of 3 tril-
lion yen, and big enough to have an
impact on the economy.

China manufacturing PMI
Manufacturing in China unexpect-

edly rebounded higher in November
for the first time in seven months. The
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
rose to 50.2 in November versus 49.3
in October, slightly above the 50-point
mark that separates growth from con-
traction on a monthly basis. The private
manufacturing survey conducted by
Caixin a few days later reflected a sim-
ilarly upbeat picture edging up 0.1 to
51.8. Temporary factors may partly
explain the continued expansion in
November as both domestic and exter-
nal demand continued to increase. As
such, the gains could be threatened if
the US China trade war continues
without resolution.

OPEC meeting
Oil prices were supported last week

as OPEC and its allies geared up to
approve deeper oil production cuts this
week to prevent renewed oversupply and
a collapse in oil prices. The group, com-
bining over 20 producers, is considering
an extra 500,000 barrels per day in cuts
for the first quarter of 2020 to take the
total to 1.7 million bpd, or 1.7% of global
demand, Russian Energy Minister
Alexander Novak said. OPEC member
Iraq commented the move was supported
by key members. In related news, Saudi
Aramco priced its initial public offering 32
riyals ($8.53) per share raising $25.6 bil-
lion. At that level, Aramco has a market
valuation of $1.7 trillion, comfortably
overtaking Apple as the world’s most
valuable listed firm. Aramco did not say
when shares would start trading on the
Saudi stock market but two sources said
it was scheduled for December 11.

US dollar ‘weaker’ over figures, trade

NBK Capital: Boursa
‘best performing Gulf
markets in 2019’ 
KUWAIT: The GCC markets showed some strength in November
after four months of weak and negative performance. The S&P GCC
Composite Index edged up by 1.37% during the month supported by
a strong performance in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Oman. The Index’
performance since the beginning of the year is now 1.87% but still
negative at 1.33% for the fourth quarter. Leading the GCC markets
upwards was Kuwait with the All Share Index up 3.69% and the
Premier Market Index up 4.96%. 

Kuwait’s Indices are up 16.7% and 23.8% on a year to date basis as
at the end of November respectively, making Kuwait the best GCC
performer this year. The Saudi Tadawul All Share index added 1.48%
returning marginally to positive territory for the year at 0.41%. The
Omani market, on the other hand, came in third in term of performance
with a gain of 1.61% narrowing its loss for the year to 6.0%. 

On the negative side, both UAE equity markets closed in the red,
with Dubai’s DFM General Index down 2.48% and Abu Dhabi’s ADX
General Index down 1.51%. The wider S&P Pan Arab index slightly
underperformed its GCC counterpart with a gain of 1.11% weighted
down by a 4.87% decline in Egypt’s EGX 30. After a strong perform-
ance in October, Emerging markets generally underperformed in
November dragged by the weak performance of Asian markets.  The
MSCI EM was down -0.19% for the month sending its year-to-date
performance down to 7.7%. The MSCI Asia-ex-Japan added a mar-
ginal 0.19% as the Shanghai Composite lost 1.95%. 

Elsewhere, notable emerging markets gainers included Turkey’s
Borsa Istanbul 100 Index which added 8.57% in November, increas-
ing its year-to-date performance to 17.13%. Russia Stock Exchange
added 1.43% for the month, while India’s Nifty 50 and Taiwan Stock
Exchange increased by 1.50% and 1.15% respectively.   

Cautious optimism regarding a successful conclusion of a phase
one trade deal between China and the US provided support for global
markets during November. An agreement, however, that was initially
expected to be signed by end of November may not take place until
the new year as some sticky remain to be resolved as China seems to
be demanding a rollback of existing tariffs on Chinese goods, and not
only planned ones, to be part of a phase one deal. 

In the meantime, a more reassuring view of the economy in the
United States boosted the US markets which led the performance of
global markets during the month. The MSCI AC World Index added
2.30% in November pushing its year-to-date performance to 20%.
The index’ performance was clearly driven by the US markets as the
MSCI EAFE Index, which represents the performance of developed
markets outside the US and Canada, underperformed adding 0.97%
for the month resulting in a year-to-date return of 14.8%. 

In the US, third quarter GDP was revised upward to 2.1% from a
previous estimate of 1.9% and compared to a second quarter growth
of 2.0%. This alleviated recession fears and helped prop up the mar-
kets. Inflation stayed subdued with the revised numbers of Core
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) for the third quarter com-
ing in at 2.1% compared to an initial estimate of 2.2% and a Q2 figure
of 1.9%. Industrial activity, on the other hand, remained weak with the
ISM Manufacturing PMI coming in at 48.1 in November down from
48.3 in October and undershooting expectations of 49.2.   

In the meantime, US Indices continued to lead international markets
and record new highs. The S&P 500 added 3.40% during November,
while the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) outperformed with a
gain of 3.72%. The tech-heavy Nasdaq, on the other hand, recorded a
gain of 4.50%. With one month left to the end of the year, all major
indices are on track to close at record levels. The Nasdaq Composite
tops the list with a 30.6% gain since the beginning of the year. 

It is followed by the S&P 500 with a gain of 25.3% and the DJIA
with 20.3%. Yields on the 10-year treasuries regained some ground
advancing to 1.78% at the end of November from a closing of 1.69%
in October after reaching an intra-day high of 1.97% during the
month. The 2-year yield, on the other hand, advanced to 1.61% at the
end of the month up from 1.52% at the end of October. 

In Europe, GDP figures for the third quarter were revised up mar-
ginally to 1.2%, unchanged from the second quarter. Inflation
remained stable in November with the core Consumer Price Index
(CPI) unchanged at 1.1%. Manufacturing activity edged marginally
higher as the Markit Manufacturing PMI   increased to 46.6 in
November from a revised reading of 45.9 in October. German eco-
nomic indicators, although still weak, seem to be ticking marginally to
the upside. 

Preliminary German GDP for the third quarter showed a significant
improvement growing at 1.0% year-on-year up from a revised -0.1%
in the second quarter. Markit’s Manufacturing PMI also showed an
increase to 44.1 in November from a revised 42.1 for the previous
month, while the unemployment rate remained unchanged at 5%.
Against this backdrop, European markets fared well during the month,
although underperforming their US peers. 

The Stoxx Europe 600 managed a gain 2.69% in November for a
year-to-date gain of 20.67%. The German DAX and French CAC40
added 2.87% and 3.06% for the month. So far this year, the indices of
the two major European economies added 25.36% and 24.83%
respectively. After a sizable decline of 2.16% in October, the UK’s
FTSE 100 managed to end the month of November in the green
increasing by 1.35% and accumulating a gain of 9.2% for the year. 

Manufacturing activity remains weak with the Markit Manufacturing
PMI coming in at 48.9 beating consensus estimates of 48.3 but below
the previous month’s reading of 49.6. Inflation, on the other hand, weak-
ened in October as headline CPI numbers declined to 1.5% year-on-
year for October from 1.7% for the previous month, while the Core
measure of CPI remained stable at 1.7% over the same period. 

Ahli United Bank
named Best
Private Bank
Kuwait 
KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB) was named,
for the third time, the Best Private Bank Kuwait
2019 by The Banker Magazine in collaboration
with the Private Wealth Management (PWM)
Magazine. As leading publications by the
Financial Times Group, the two magazines pres-
ent the Global Private Banking Awards in recog-
nition of banking institutions that have achieved
success in growth strategies, appropriate invest-
ment solutions, as well as the level of private
banking and wealth management services pro-
vided in accordance with international standards.

The final selection of winners is made by a
panel of 16 independent members selected by the
two magazines which cover Private Banking
industry. The panel had the opportunity to review
several elements of excellence of AUB’s private
banking services ranging from innovation, out-
standing family wealth management and taking
the lead in providing Sharia-compliant services,
products and financing.

Commenting on this recognition to the Bank,
Medhat Tawfik, Senior General Manager, Private
Banking &Wealth Management at AUB, said:

“We are proud of this award which emphasizes
the Bank’s leadership in private banking and
wealth management through highlighting its
commitment and care got its customers, not only
to provide for their needs, but also by exceeding
their expectations on continuous and lasting
basis through new and innovative services that
enrich their lives.”

Tawfik added: “I would like to thank our
Private Banking & Wealth Management Team
for their commitment to AUB’s culture and
approach, through which it seeks to gain the
trust of its customers over the years. This
achievement could not have been possible with-
out their outstanding efforts. I also would like to
thank The Banker and Private Wealth
Management magazines for their appreciation
and recognition of the Bank’s effort and its lead-
ing position.”

On this occasion, Meshari Shehab, Deputy
General Manager, Private Banking and Wealth
Management at AUB, said: “This award reflects

our success in enriching the market with a unique
range of services that reflect the highest levels of
originality and innovation, as well as our success
in establishing long-term relationships with our
customers for many years during which we pro-
vided them with top-class services by being a
reliable partner that supported them achieve
their financial and wealth management goals.”

Shehab added: “AUB has a proven record of
excellence in the field of private banking, and
based on our position as the first bank in Kuwait,
we offer the market unparalleled levels of experi-
ence and skills to keep up with the requirements
of our valued customers.”

Meshari Shehab Medhat Tawfik


